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ABSTRACT
The rank revealing URV decomposition is a useful tool in
many signal processing applications that require the computation of the noise subspace of a matrix. In this paper, we
look at the problem of updating the URV decomposition arid
consider its implementation on a wavefront array. We prlopose a wavefront array for efficient VLSI implementation of
the URV decomposition. The array provides a mechanism
for accumulating the null space of the matrix as well as for
handling rank changes during updating.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many signal processing problems require the computation of
the approximate null space of the data arranged in the form
of a n x p matrix A . The rows of the matrix represent the
samples of a signal. In mathematical terms,we need to 6ind an
orthogonal matrix V = [VI V Z ]such that AV1 has no small
singular values and AV2 is small. For examplejn applications such as antenna beamforming [5], spectral estimation
[6], direction finding etc., the signal and noise subspaces are
crucially needed. In the well known MUSIC and ESPIRIT
algorithms we need either subspace of the data matrix A [4].
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is the common
tool used to estimate the null space of a matrix. Besides the
fact that it is expensive to compute, it is also expensive to
update. Most of the known exact updating schemes for the
SVD require O ( p 3 )operations. So it is difficult to track the
null space of a matrix using SVD. Another approach is t o
decompose the data matrix, using a rank revealing versioin
of the QR decomposition, into the product of an orthogonal matrix, an upper triangular matrix and a permutatioin
matrix. A systolic array implementation of the Chan-Foster
RRQR algorithm is discussed in [2].
Recently, a new efficient numerical tool was introduced
that can update the null space of a matrix when a new row
of data arrives. The rank revealing URV decomposition proposed in [l] is an intermediary between the SVD and the
RRQR that can be updated easily using O(p2) operations
while still providing an explicit basis for the null space. PI
parallel algorithm was also suggested in [l]for implementation on a linear array of processors.
In this paper we discuss how the rank revealing variant of
the URV decomposition can be updated on a data-driven
wavefront array. The emphasis here is to develop an architechture that is VLSI implementable. A triangular axray
is required in order to pipeline the various steps of the algo-

rithm, as will become clear later.
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11. URV UPDATE
If the n x p data matrix A has a rank k with the singular
values satisfying
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where U k is large compared to uk+l, then the URV decomposition of A can be written as
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In the above e uation
1. U and
are n x n and p x p othogonal matrices respectively.
2. R and G are upper triangular.
3. inf(R)Z U k .
4. If we define v = dlI F /I2 1) G (I2, then v
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T h e k a h singular values associated with noise have to be
distinguished from the large ones associated with the signal.
A tolerance tol must be specified in order to decide what is
meant by small. For a URV decomposition v is compared
with to1 in order to separate the signal space and the noise
space. Refer to details in [l]about how tol can be chosen.
When a new data row of data zT is available, it is appended
to the original data matrix A. Now the problem of updating
the URV decomposition is that of finding the decomposition
of
/ A \
given the decomposition of A.Now, since

x' yT) = z'V, the problem further reduces to that
where (
In order to update the following steps are
of updating
required:
Step 1. Compute zTV to obtain
.):y
Step 2. There are two ways in w ich A is updated based
on the relative values of tol, v andA/I y 11'.
Step 2a) If
5 tol, A can be triangularized by a sequence of left rotations. In this case
we are assured the rank cannot increase.
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Step 2b) If
> tol, an increase of rank
occurs. The matrix has to be transformed to an
upper triangular form without destroying all the
small values of F and G. This is done by interleaving left rotations with right rotations for the
y H part and left rotating the xH part into E. In
this case the V matrix must be updated because
right rotations are involved.
Note that all rotations referred to in this paper correspond
to Givens rotations. In what follows, Step 2a is referred to
as mode 1 and Step 2b as mode 2.
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111. WAVEFRONT ARRAY APPROACH

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A wavefront array is preferred over a systolic array because
of the following reasons. Firstly, in mode 2 we need to perform interleaved left and right rotations. The computational
wavefronts of the interleaved left and right rotations do not
flow unhindered but cross each other. Also, this left rotation
differs from the left rotations in the Gentleman-Kung's array
for QRD-RLS [SI in that the rotation is applied to the ith
and ( i 1)th rows instead of between the ith row and the
last row of the augmented data matrix. Thus we prefer a
data driven approach. Secondly, a wavefront array provides
flexibility for programming. This means that the functions of
cells can be modified easily to take into account rank changes
during an update. Thirdly, when the computation times of
different processors are unequal, the wavefront array has the
best possible average pipelining rate [3].
The matrix V is stored on the linear array of processors
labelled V in Fig. 1 (one column on each processor). This
linear array performs three other functions. First, it performs
Step 1 (viz. the matrix vector multiplication that produces
z and y). Secondly, it computes (1 y
This result is used t o
decide between the 2 cases of Step 2 by the processor at the
extreme right end of the linear array of V processors. Once
this decision is made, the mode of operation of the array is
decided. Thirdly, it accumulates the right rotations in mode
2 by right rotating the V matrix.
The triangular part of the array stores the R, F and G
matrices (Fig. 1). In mode 1 the R, G and F processors
perform left rotations while the RL processors generate the
left rotations as in the Gentleman-Kung array. In mode 2
the R processors perform only left rotations, the G processors perform interleaved left and right rotations and the F
processors perform only right rotations. The RL processors
generate the left rotations which are propagated along the
row whereas the right rotations generated by the RR processsors are propagated upwards along a column.
Since we have a wavefront array, the sequence of operations
needs t o be specified for each processor. The computation
is data-driven in the sense that when the data required for
a particular computation is available, that computation is
completed. In order to check whether a data item is ready,
certain handshaking signals are required between adjacent
processors. The handshaking between processors is similar
to that described in [7].
The rank of the data matrix may change during an update.
As a result of this, the functions that the processors need to
perform during the next update may change. Since the functions of the R,F and G processors differ from one another
in mode 2 , a rank change may cause a processor to change
its function. The problem is solved by introducing what is
referred to as rank-making. Each processor stores one value
termed the rank-mask that determines what functions it performs during an update. If the rank changes, then we must
be able t o update this rank-mask appropriately. The same
applies for the processors in the linear array of V processors
too. The details will be discussed in the next section.
In our implementation, we do not consider a decrease in
rank. Since a rank decrease will not occur often in practice,
we assume that a check is made off-line to check whether the
R matrix is defective in rank. We can check whether the
matrix is defective in rank by using a condition estimator(eg.
see [9]).

The data zT is fed serially to the V processors at the far
left (as shown in Fig. 1). The V processors multiply zT by
I' t o produce the vectors z and y. The x and y vectors are
transmitted upwards to the RR processors. The computation
of 11 y 11' is pipelined into the matrix-vector multiplication so
that 11 y /I2 is available to the V processor labelled VO at the
far right. The VO processor also has the values of v and the
tolerance to1 available, so that it can decide on the mode of
operation for the particular update. Note that the mode of
operation also determines whether the rank changes.
The mode of operation is communicated t o all processors
in the system using control signals, as briefly mentioned before. The rank-mask is defined as follows.The R processors
have a mask value of 0. Let k represent the initial rank of
the data matrix. The integral parts of the mask values of
columns (k+ l),(k 2 ) , . . . , (k (p - k)) are 1,2, . . . , (p - k).
The F processors have an additional fractional part of 0.5.
The control pattern that updates the rank-mask when the
rank increases from k = 3 to k = 4 is shown in Fig. 2 .
A rank increase means that the R matrix increases in size.
Also, a rank increase means the G matrix must decrease in
size. A "-1" is propagated upwards on each column that
has non-zero rank-mask values and a "0" is propagated up
the columns with zero rank-mask values. Also, the RL processors with old rank-mask 0 send a control signal of "0.5"
along their rows while all RL processors with non-zero rankmask send a "0" along their rows. At each processor, the
control signals entering it from below (and possibly from its
left) are summed to get the new rank-mask value. Under the
additional constraint that, if the newly computed rank-mask
is 0.5, then it is modified to 0, we see that the update is then
completed. Note that all the control signals are pipelined into
the computations as much as possible t o minimize delays.
In mode 1, left rotations need to be performed. The functions performed by the processors are similar t o those performed by the processors in the Gentleman-Kung systolic array. The difference is that in this case the new data is fed
in from the diagonal elements of the array rather than from
the top. The functions of the processors are described in Table 2. Each processor (F,G or R) receives data from below
and passes it upwards until it reaches the top of the array.
Then the processors wait for the data from above (which is
the data that was sent up after undergoing all the previous
left rotations), perform rotations on it and pass the result below. The RL processors differ in that they generate the left
rotation parameters by annihilating the data obtained from
above.Also, they transmit the left rotation parameters along
the row.
In mode 2, the operation is more involved. The R R cells
receive the result of the matrix-vector multiplication from
the V processors. Then they generate the right rotation by
annihilating yin in the pair (y yin). The result is transmitted to the next adjacent RR processor through yout. Note
that the Zth column of processors (consisting of F and G processors) perform the right rotations corresponding t o the Zth
and ( I + 1)th columns, Another important point to note is
that the left rotation performed by the G processors in mode
2 is different from that performed by the R processors. The
R processors perform left rotations to annihilate the z vector
whereas the G processors of the ith row perform left rotation
between the ith and (i + 1)th rows. The RL processors with
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be as good as the Gentleman-Kung’s systolic array). All we
need is an additional column of processors to the extreme
right to compute the residual and some minor modifications
to processor functions.
In this paper we have presented a VLSI architechture for
the implementation of the URV update which involves complex data flows that cannot be easily handled by a systolic
design. The solution that we proposed in the form of a wavefront array has the additional advantages of flexibility and
easy programmability.
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Figure 1: The wavefront array for URV update
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Mode 1

Processor Type

Mode 2
if rank-mask=G
y=gdin
guout=y

y=gdin
guout=y

[yout,cr,sr~=gen-rt[yyin]
'rot-rtto grin]
[guout grout] c
sr

\ .

vin

grout

if rank-mask=O
guout=gdin
[g,cl,sl]=gen-lt[g guin]
[g grout]
rot-rt[g grin]
[g,cl,sl]=gen-lt[g gdin] ;glout=g ;
g=glin ;guout=g ;

guout=gdin
[g,cl,sl]=gen-lt[g guinl

+

grin

g=guin
guout=gdin
cl
[g gdout]
rot-lt[r guinl

[g grout]

+

rot-rtk grin] ;glout=g ;

g=glin
Cg g d o u t ] ~ r o t - l t [ ggdinl ;guout=g ;
Sl

g=guin
guout=gdin

[g grout]

cl

[g g d o u t l c rot-lt[r guin]

-$ rot-rt[g grin] ;glout=g ;

g=gh

SI

if rank-maskd

No operation

No operation

else
for (l<=i<=p)
[v(i) vrout]

Trrot-rtlv(i) vrin] ;vlout=v(i)

v(i)=vlin ;
I

Table 2: Cell Operations in Different Modes
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